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Glossary
Please Note: Glossary definitions are terms as used in this paper.
Advance Copies - Those office copies which are generally sent via express services,
immediately upon completion of the bind run. Advance copies are generally
sent to the owner, publisher and major advertiser as specified by the
publisher. These copies must be hand inspected for quality, and conform to all
characteristics of an office copy book.
Bind Run Profile - Bound books which are saved from the bind run in increments
contingent on bind version run length, that are representative of the entire
bind run. Ex: Publication A June 1997 producing 70,000 copies would require a
book be saved every 1,000 books. A book that produced multiple version bind
run may require a sample to be saved every 500 copies if that version is under
10,000 copies. These samples are labeled, initialed by the machine operator
and stored at the publication printers' facility for evaluation should a
quality concern arise.
Book - In publication printing the term book refers to any saddle stitch or perfect
bound publication.
CEPS - Color electronic prepress system.
City Books - Publications produced by a publisher for distribution in one general
geographical area. City books are not produced for newsstand distribution. An
example of general distribution is local hotels, or medical offices.
dpi - Dots per Inch.
Gatefold Cover - A gatefold cover is a six (folio) page cover in which the front cover
or the back cover folds out from the center of the signature. The pages of a
gatefold cover are: front cover (FC), inside front cover (IFC), inner gate (IG),
outer gate (OG), back cover (BC) and inside back cover (IBC). The inner gate
folio page and the outer gate folio page are considered to be page 5 and 6
respectively.
Office Copies - (see also advance copies) The copies that are printed using only
signatures from the office copy press and bind run. These signatures that
make up the magazine are produced at optimum press conditions (register,
viscosity, density), and on office copy stock. The signatures must be approved
as advance copy quality by the quality assurance technician.
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Office Copy Distribution - Locations where office copies are shipped per the
publishers written direction.
Office Copy Stock - Substrate or paper stock which has been approved by the
customer as acceptable printing stock, and through inspection by the
publication printers material handling department, is considered to be
without unacceptable defect.
One - shots - Publications that are produced that are not under contractual
obligation. These books are sold by the publication printers sales staff on an
individual basis. Generally one-shot jobs are city books, such as City Book
Almanac. One - shots may also be brochures or supplements to an existing
title. These publications are generally not for newsstand distribution.
Pickup ads - A pickup ad, also referred to as pickups, are advertisements which
printed in a previous issue of a title. Ex: "Santa Fe Savvy"that printed in the
June 1997 issue of publication A can be picked up for printing in the August
1997 issue of publication B. In these cases the original proof is used for color
approval, a new proof is not made.
Press Run Profile - Signatures which are saved from the press run in increments
contingent on press run length, which are representative of the entire press
run. Ex: Publication A June 1997 producing 70,000 copies would require a
signature be saved every 3,000 signatures. These samples are labeled, time /
date stamped for accuracy and stored at the publication printers facility for
evaluation should a quality concern arise.
Show Copies - Office copies that are designated by the publisher to be used for an
upcoming show or event. This term may also be used to describe an office
copy by the publisher.
Abstract
The prepress industry has witnessed unprecedented change over the last decade.
Economic changes in the prepress industry have caused publishers of short run
publications to depend on a variety of sources for color proofing materials. Color
proofs can be supplied from as many as fifty different proofing systems.
Advertisers now provide complete and partial advertisements directly to the
publication printer. These changes have caused not only a reorganization of work
flow in publication printers, but a need to examine more stringent rules concerning
the variety of color proofs accepted for one publication.
Color proofs, which are used for on press color approval, are supplied from
three primary sources:
Proofs produced by the publisher's on site production department
Proofs supplied by the publisher's service bureau(s)
Proofs supplied by the publisher's advertiser
The publication printer's task is to receive supplied materials, process these
materials through the production process and use these materials for on-press color
approval.
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Contractual arrangements between the publisher and the publication printer
exist which establish how, and to what extent materials will be processed, or
examined. These processes depend upon the submission of "accurate" color proofs.
Lack of training of the publication printer's personnel, and film and film related
issues result in the processing of unacceptable proofs through the production
progress.
Proofs that do not accurately represent desired color are used as press color
target. The author hypothesizes that the greater the variety of color proofs used, the
more likely a color quality complaint will be submitted. The use of such proofs
results in inferior or unacceptable product being produced on press.
A publication printer that produces a range of publications exists as a
microcosm of the printing industry.
Three publications produced at a color publication printer will be evaluated as
to type of proofs submitted for issues produced for distribution in 1997 - 1998. These
publications will be called publication A, publication B, and publication C. All three
publications use supplied proofs received from film houses, advertisers, or are
customer generated proofs. Proofs produced by the printer will not be considered.
Customer color quality complaints for these publications will be gathered so a
degree of customer dissatisfaction can be quantified. Customer complaints exist in
three formats:
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Written complaints submitted by the publisher
Verbal complaints documented by the customer service representative
through quality complaint inquiries.
The submission of marked up copies showing folio pages considered "less
than acceptable"quality.
Information gathered will be evaluated and a conclusion will be made about
whether publications with a greater variety of color proofs received a higher
number of quality complaints.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Statement of the Problem:
Customer's complaints of poor or unacceptable color quality in publication color
printing are a serious concern. Factors such as output device resolution, toners,
paper stock, color gamut, and method of proofing are all factors that affect quality. It
is accepted that the use of an unacceptable quality proof will usually result in the
production of unacceptable press product. The study will evaluate if the use of
several varieties of proofs in one publication, due to inherent quality variability in
proofing systems, will result in the production of unacceptable press product.
Background and Significance:
The prepress industry has witnessed unprecedented change over the last decade.
Economic changes in the prepress industry have caused publishers of short run
publications to depend on a variety of sources for color proofing materials.
Advertisers now provide complete and partial ads directly to the publication
printer. These changes have caused not only a reorganization of work flow in
publication printers, but a need to examine more stringent rules concerning the
variety of color proofs accepted for one
publication.1
Color proofs, which are used for on press color approval are supplied from
three primary
sources:2
Proofs produced by the publisher's on site production department
Proofs supplied by the publisher's service bureau(s)
Proofs supplied by the publisher's advertiser
The publication printer's task is to receive supplied materials, process these
materials through the production process and use these materials for on-press color
approval.
Contractual arrangements between the publisher and the publication printer
exist which establish how, and to what extent materials will be processed, or
examined. These processes depend upon the submission of "accurate" color proofs.
The conclusion of whether a proof is an "accurate" or an "acceptable" proof is
made by the publication printer. Discussion in Chapter 3, Research of the Literature,
will establish the varieties of proofing systems on the market, and how these proofs
flow through the publication printer's production process.
The structure of work flow in the prepress and pre-production process may
vary within the industry, however certain factors are consistent. Introduction of
Computer to Plate (CTP) Technology has effectively encouraged the publication
printer to create a production work flow that can accept a variety of
proofs.3 The
publication printer for a single publication can receive more than a dozen different
press proofs.
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A study by Scitex America cites the use of as many as fifty proofing systems
that can be used to create proofs, as clarified by the following passage.
"The high number of color proofing alternatives is indicated in a
report titled "Direct Digital Color Proofing" that was recently
released by Scitex America and the electronic prepress section of
the Printing Industries of America. It lists more than fifty direct
digital color proofing devices that are suitable for use at various
stages in design and production."4
Contractual arrangements between the publisher and the publication
printer exist which establish how, and to what extent materials will be
processed, or examined. These processes depend upon the submission of
"accurate"
color proofs. Lack of training of the publication printer's personnel
in identifying an "acceptable" proof results in the processing of unacceptable
proofs through the production progress.
Proofs that do not accurately represent desired color are used as press
color targets. The author hypothesizes that the greater the variety of color
proofs used, the more likely a quality color complaint will be submitted.
Reasons for Interest in the Study:
Through observation of the production process at R.R. Donnelley Mendota,
Inc., the author has noted that customers who provide Misotack film from
one source and one type of proof seem to have fewer complaints regarding
color accuracy. Customers who provide a variety of proofs from varying
process seem to have more instances of complaint.
While press conditions, imposition layout, and random cause
variation occur in the print process, the generalization that too many kinds of
proofs cause difficulties on press, is a theory that this author feels warrants
investigation.
It has been noted that the publisher produces supplements that have
little or no complaints related to print quality. Reasons for this are discussed
more fully in Chapter 2, Theoretical Bases of the Study.
If a causal relation can be established between the source of proofs and
the variety of proofs, concerning acceptable print quality, this will effectively
argue the advantages of establishing guidelines that limit variety of proofs
submitted for one publication.
Guidelines currently exist about what is considered an acceptable color
proof on an individual basis. There are no guidelines that outline the
quantity or variety of proofs acceptable to the publication printer.
Endnotes for Chapter 1
1 Cross, Lisa, "Digital Proofing Systems Take Aim at Expectations.
Graphic Arts Monthly, October 1996; available from
http:/ /www.GAMMAG.com/index.html; Internet
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Sharpies, Hadley, "Color Connections Close RGB /CMYK
Loop"
Graphic Arts Monthly, March 1995; available from
http:/ /www.GAMMAG.com/index.html; Internet.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases of the Study
Customer satisfaction is an obvious necessity in the publication printing
market, as it is in all phases of the printing industry. Quality expectations vary
from publisher to publisher. For the purposes of this study the terminology
"acceptable quality" is measured by the quantifying of customer complaints.
The publisher has experienced similar growing pains associated with
the changes in the prmtmg/publishing industry. The publisher exists as a
microcosm in the publication printing nichemarket. The publisher produces
three primary publications, which will be referred to as:
Publication A
Publication B
Publication C
One - shot Publications:
The publisher, in addition tomonthly or semi-monthly publications,
produces approximately eight one-time publications per year. These
publications have been excluded from the study for these reasons:
Materials for "one-shots" are largely produced by one film output
source. Proofs provided for each publication are of the same type and
are produced at the same film house.
No film related quality complaints for these publications had been
submitted in five consecutive years. This fact contributes to the interest
in this study.
One-shot publications do not represent typical work flow jobs as all
film is received from one source. These jobs are not under contractual
obligations, or the same time constraints as the monthly or semi
monthly publications.
One-shot publications do not, generally, use "pickup
ads"
or tear sheets.
This fact would conflict, or unfairly skew, the results of the study. The
intent of the study is to examine work flow and color proofing variety
in a "typical" publication printing environment.
One-shot publications for this publication are called "City Books." City
Books are publications that focus on one specific geographic area. This
publication is intended for distribution to tourist locations such as
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hotels and restaurants. There is no newsstand distribution. This fact
could theoretically conflict, or unfairly skew, the results of the study.
The intent of the study is to examine color proofing technology and
complaints for a "typical" publication. The vast majority of
publications in the Publication market are produced for newsstand
distribution.
The Publisher's Choice in Supplied Proofs:
Color proofs in the publication printing arena, until recently, have been
supplied from two primary sources: the service bureau, and the advertiser.1 A
third source of proof is now emerging in this market. This third source of
proof is the publisher themselves.
"Desktop"
publishing, which until recently, required if not prohibitive
financial investment, a great resource of technical knowledge.2
New and less expensive proofing options are now available to the
publisher of short run publications. The publisher has identified that by
producing a small amount of proofs at their location, a cost savings can be
realized.
Customer proofs tend to be of lower quality, such as a laser proof, or a
color copy. While it is expected that ads are not submitted in this format, the
publisher has insisted on occasion that partial, four color ads be accepted due
to time constraints. The quality limitations of color lasers, or color copies will
be discussed further in Chapter 2, A Review of the Literature.
The publisher makes the decision of what type and the variety of
proofs supplied. Contractual arrangements at the publication printer, R.R.
Donnelley Mendota, Inc., specify only that in cases of supplied proofs that the
proof is "of acceptable quality per standard web offset printing specifications,
without type alterations and accurately reflect intended color target on
press."3
R.R. Donnelley, Mendota, Inc., through customer service personnel,
"encourages" the customer to have all proofing materials approved for
"acceptability" before press time, however no contractual obligation exists to
enforce this policy. This fact is consistent with the publication printing
industry as a whole.4
Publishers, therefore, are free to provide proofs that may come from a
variety of sources. The decision of what type of proof to supply is not a
committed decision. The publication printer may be provided proofs from
different sources, alternate proofing systems, or new suppliers without being
informed prior to press time.
Publishers of short run magazines whose primary functions are the
publication of less than five titles, such as the publisher in the project, face
fierce competition in the consumer magazine
industry.5
Due to the consolidation or buying out of many small publishers, the
remaining publishers must remain competitive. Therefore, the publisher has
two major concerns that influence their choice in color proofing technology:
Quality:
The magazine printed match if not exceed the available consumer
magazines on the market who compete with their niche market. The
printer must match color as closely as possible.
Cost
The publisher must eliminate any extraneous costs, and by that
increase their profitability.
Due to the changing market of the prepress service bureau, it is possible
for a publisher to change service bureaus frequently, or use more than one
service bureau. Some advertisers contract directly through their own service
bureau. These factors contribute in establishing that it is no longer the case
that ads are four color high quality proofs, and edit is lower quality or black
and white proofs.
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ProductionWork Flow and Quality Feed Back:
The last and final step in the publication printers work flow is feed back. The
production process allows for the establishment of quality procedures. These
procedures are relevant in identifying and quantifying any quality issue that
may arise. Quality documentation at the publication printer exists in the
following formats:
Press Run Profile (signatures)
Bindery Run Profile (books)
Office Copy for Internal Distribution
Office Copy for Customer Distribution
The primary focus of the study will concentrate on the
examination of
the office copy distribution. Office copy distribution is
requested by the
publisher as copies that represent the best samples from the press run. These
copies are scrutinized by the publisher, the production
department, and the publishers advertisers for any defect.
Run profiles are samples which are saved at specific points in the print
and bind process which are representative of quality variation in the run.
While useful in examining frequency, and in line conflict complaints,
run
profiles are not used in quantifying the results of the study.
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Publisher Dissatisfaction or The Quality Complaint
The most useful form of the quality complaint for use in this study is the
submission of marked up customer submitted office copies. These copies are
produced under optimum press conditions, and are considered representative
of the "best" books produced in that press run.
Office copy books are sent to the publisher and all production
personnel at the publisher location. These copies are then examined for
defect, marked up and returned to the customer service representative.
Specific pages are tagged with notes indicating areas of concern. Immediate
investigation of any critical concerns is then undertaken.
Complaints are also received as letters or memos. Letters, though
formal, do not suggest a higher level of dissatisfaction as may be assumed.
Memos and letters commonly originate from advertiser complaints, and are
also kept on file. For the purposes of this study, judgment as to severity of the
complaint will not be undertaken.
A third method of complaint is verbal. The print and bind customer
service representative receives complaints that may be more subjective in
scope. An example of this may be "the book exhibits flat
color,"
or "the paper
looksyellow."
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These complaints may infer to the representative that a problem exists
in the production process which needs to be addressed or reiterated to the
publication printers manufacturing department.
Verbal complaints may also be specific in scope, such as "There is
moire on folio 3." These complaints are documented through the internal
quality complaint electronic database, if based in fact.
It is important to note that the customer service representative for this
study, the author, documents verbal quality complaints via internal
correspondence that can be quantified.
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Endnotes for Chapter 2
1 Sharpies, Hadley, "Digital Prepress Leaders Set the Pace" Graphic Arts
Monthly, March 1996; available from
http:/ /www.GAMMAG.com/ index.html; Internet.
2 Ibid.
3 R.R. Donnelley. R. R. Donnelley Mendota, Inc. Specifications Book.
January 1998
4 Ibid.
5 Aaronson, Jennifer, "Magazines, Direct-Mail
Soar" Graphic Arts
Monthly, January 1994. Available from
http://www.GAMMAG.com/index.html; Internet.
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Chapter 3
A Review of the Literature
The primary investigation of the literature encompasses the following areas
of research:
Press proofing systems: conventional dot proofs and film less proofs
(continuous tone and digital proofs)
Quality output/ resolution of proofing systems: This quality evaluation
will be based solely on resolution output, materials, and durability but
will exclude such factors as: raster image processing (RIP) time, user
interface, and cost. The latter three concerns while valid in the
choosing of a prepress proofing system, are not applicable to the intent
of this project.
Production workflow in project study group: A review of literature
supporting the hypothesis that the existing flow of proofs in the
publication printing industry (editorial versus advertiser) results in the
production of less than acceptable quality press product.
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Press Proofing Systems:
A review of the literature establishes quality expectations from various
proofing systems. An overview of proofs provided by the publisher was
established. Proofs were separated into two groups: black and white proofs
(noted with the designation BW) and color proofs (noted with the
designation C). These two groups were then divided into two subcategories:
conventional (noted with the designation C) and electronic (noted with the
designation E).
To quantify the acceptability of proofs supplied by the publisher, the
researcher compared various proof systems and their resolution capabilities.
A subjective scale of 1-6 was established, with Level 1 being the "most
desirable"
proofs and Level 6 being the "least
desirable"
proofs.
Please note that for purposes of the project proofs produced by the
publication printer were excluded from the study.
Quality Output / Resolution of Proofing Systems:
The following is a brief description of proofing systems used by out target
publisher. The research of the literature investigates a variety of proofing
systems, and makes broad classifications to create a
structure of proofing
quality to be used in comparison of
the information after data analysis.
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This section is divided into two categories:
Black and white proof
Color proofs
These categories are then divided into subcategories that investigate
type of proofs within that category.
Black & White Proofs:
In the publication printing market, the black and white proof is used
primarily for editorial copy or partial ads. Proofs for editorial copy are often
provided as laser proofs, however black & white proofs are also provided for
advertisements that are halftone images for print in black only.
The parameters of the study will evaluate color proofing technology,
however on occasion a customer may provide a Dylux or Velox proof for a
color page with the direction to "let color fall in line." While this is not
common practice, it is allowed in cases of partial ads where color is solid
rather than screened. Consequently, a basic explanation of the quality
limitations for black and white proofs is provided.
Common proofs of this variety are Dylux or Velox proofs. The Dylux
(negative) and Velox (positive) are film proofs produced photomechanically.
R.R. Donnelley, Mendota, Inc. uses the Dylux proofs for the making of press
"dummy" books. The Dyluxes are provided by the customer, then paginated
as a form book.
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The form book is used for press okay for copy, pagination, and on
occasion even
"color"
approval when the customer specifies that color is to
"fall in line."
Black and white proofs can also be provided as electronically output
copy, such as from a laser proof, or a photostat of a previous ad. On occasion
copy error can occur in cases where a laser proof is provided.
It is industry standard to produce customer work at a standard density,
or to allow the black copy to "fall in
line"
with four color work. Such
circumstances are called "in line compromises."
Ink density, and other press adjustment decisions made to one page,
will directly affect the color balance on any page that runs in line with that
page. The issue of in line compromises and various provided proofs will be
discussed further concerning four color work.
Color Proofs:
Color proofs can be provided from a range of proofing systems. These systems
have varying quality capabilities. The study will evaluate proofing systems
capabilities strictly based on resolution, color balancing, and material quality.
Material quality refers to availability of various proofing materials, stocks,
laminates, waxes, toners or dyes. Resolution will be expressed on a dots per
inch (dpi) basis.
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Color proofs to be considered in this study are:
Tear sheets
Conventional color proofs /Matchprints and Cromalins
Digital proofs /Kodak Approval proofs
InkJet technology/ Iris proofs
Color keys
Dye-sublimation Proofs /Rainbow proofs
Laser output/ color copies
Color proofs can be provided photomechanically, such as the industry
standard Matchprint, or electronically such as the Kodak Approval system
proof. Photomechanically produced proofs are called conventional proofs for
this study. Proofs produced through any electronic system, despite front end
prepress configuration, are called electronic proofs. The study will not
differentiate between various front end prepress systems.
A publisher may also provide a tear sheet as color target. A tear sheet is
a folio page taken from a previous printing of the advertisement. Several
concerns may arise from the use of a tear sheet for color target. A publication
printer requests that tear sheets be provided only from publications printed
one printing before press production of the issue currently in production.
Tear sheets can become problematic in the production process for the
following reasons:
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Tear sheets may not be provided from an office copy sample. An office
copy is produced from the portion of the press run when optimum
press conditions such as density, viscosity and color balance have been
achieved. A quality assurance technician is present at the press
approval, assuring that the product is considered of
"office"
or
"show"
quality.
A tear sheet may be provided from a previous printing, before
subsequent film changes, which may affect color shift.
Copy on the tear sheet may have changed, such as RS (reader service)
number. Such a conflict, while not directly affecting color conflict, may
cause the shut down of a press run, subsequent press downtime, and
require the restart of a press run. The restarting of a press means that
color approval must be performed again.
The use of tear sheets, though not
"traditional"
proofs will be included
in this study. Tear sheets, due to the issues noted above, will be considered to
be lower quality proofs.
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Conventional Color Proofs / Matchprints and Cromalins:
The Matchprint and the Cromalin are the most common types of
conventional proofs. The Matchprint is commonly identified as a commercial
publication proof, while the Cromalin is found in the packaging arena.
Matchprints or Cromalins use conventional toner powders. Variability
in proof making is contingent for the most part on the skill of the proofer,
and the quality of powders used in the proof. Additional quality issues arise
in the accurate representation of PMS (Pantone Matching System) colors.
The publication printer does not require that a proof be produced that
exactly matches a PMS color. The standardization of inks via the use of one
ink supplier, negates the PMS color concern as a major issue. On occasion
publishers may submit a complaint for inaccurate color match for PMS colors.
It is commonly accepted that the proof shows the PMS color needed. Film
must also be output and must indicate the desired PMS color.
The Matchprint or Cromalin is generally provided through the
publishers service bureau. Many service bureaus retain fingerprint tests of
presses for the specific printer for which they are providing film. In these
cases the Matchprint or Cromalin is considered to be of "best
quality."
Advertisers will run the same advertisement in a variety of
publications. The advertiser will not accept the cost for producing several sets
of film with different dot gain curves for different presses.
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As an example a Matchprint may be provided for color target for an ad
in publication A, and a competitor to publication A. It is not practice for the
publisher to state origin of any given proof. In these cases a publication
printer must assume that the proof submitted is intended for use at the
publication printer.
This study will not differentiate between Matchprints which reflect
R.R.Donnelley Mendota, Inc., dot gain, and those of a competitive printer.
Digital Proofs:
The prepress industry is gradually migrating to digital workflows. The
electronic proofs, or digital proofing systems can streamline the process and
provide a low cost, high-benefit, proofing system that can increase
throughput and speed job turnaround.
There are two primary reasons a publication printer and a publisher
may agree to the submission of digital proofs: Cost and work flow concerns.
The following passage clarifies financial reasoning for the popularity of
the digital proof:
"Most clients don't want to pay for 200 Matchprints if
they're producing a 200-page catalog. They've already paid
for the digital proof, the separator doesn't want to provide
it free, so if printers want them, they have to absorb the
cost. Thafs forced printers to accept digital proofs whether
they like it or not."i
The second reason, work flow in the electronic prepress area of a publication
printer is noted in the following passage:
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" Digital proofing is the key to unlocking the power of the
new digitalworkflow,"says John P. Sweeney, vice president
and director of sales and marketing for GATF. "Perhaps the
most significant result of this study will be the development
of a protocol for evaluating proofs by both objective measurement
and subjective evaluation."2
Digital proofing, which once mimicked the process of film-based proofs, such
as the Matchprint and Cromalin, is now coming into its own, serving both graphic
services providers and their customers.3 The most popular digital proofs, both of
which are used by the publisher are the Kodak Approval proof and the Iris proof.
Kodak Approval Proof:
The Kodak Approval Proofing System is considered the most sophisticated digital
proofer on the market. It produces halftone dots using a laser imaging system and
dry-process technology. Introduced originally in the gravure print-production cycle,
it has had its greatest impact in catalog and publication
production.4
Kodak Approval accepts both Color Electronic Prepress Systems (CEPS) and
PostScript input. The Approval allows users to specify line screens and screen
angles, as well as dot gain and density settings, individually per CMYK channel.
Resolution is up to 1,800-dpi with up to 200-line
screen.5
The high resolution, and capabilities of the Kodak Approval make this the
preferred digital proof in the publication printing industry. Concerns still exist,
however, in the production flow in using a digital proof instead of a film proof.
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This study identifies the Kodak Approval as the highest quality electronic proof,
preferred only to a high quality film proof, such as a Matchprint or Cromalin.
InkJet Technology/Iris Proofs:
Inkjet technology can also produce digital contract color proofs. Iris printers, which
utilize inkjet technology are particularly popular. Iris Graphics introduced its first
model in 1985. Like dye-sublimation printers, they're continuous-tone devices that
produce 300-dpi resolution. Variable-size dots simulate 1,800-dpi halftones, and Iris
printers accept both PostScript and CEPS input.
Color Keys:
Color keys are proofs output on mylar sheets which represent the four color process.
The intention of the color key is to show color break rather than color target. Color
keys are generally not used by publishers as contract proofs, however it is important
to note that one extremely profitable customer, provides color keys as contract
proofs.
The relationship between R.R. Donnelley and this publisher is longstanding
and through mutual agreement it was concluded that the color key is acceptable for
press approval, while maintaining "traditional ink density levels per
publication."
This fact illustrates the nature of variability of proofing standards in a
publication printing environment.
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Dye-Sublimation Proofs/Rainbow Proofs:
Desktop laser output, ink-jet and dye-sublimation prints which initially were used
only as design proofs, are now viable options in the print production cycle.6 The
resolution of such proofing systems can vary from medium quality (high
resolution, okay color) to lower quality( low resolution, poor color).
The Rainbow proof, a 300-dpi dye-sublimation proof produced by a
continuous-tone printer was designed to simulate 3M's industry-standard
Matchprint proofs.7
The Rainbow accepts both PostScript and CEPS input and prints on tabloid-
size paper. It lets the operator calibrate color curves and simulate specific press
conditions. The Rainbow proof is considered to be the most accurate of the dye-
sublimation proofs supplied by customers.
Alternate dye-sublimation proofs are offered on the market. These proofs
must be at minimum 300-dpi. Dye-sublimation proofs, while acceptable for editorial
color, must be tested prior to using as press
proofs.9Color consistency in the
blue /green range has been a problem at the publication printer. In this regard, while
dye sublimation proofs are considered superior to laser or color copies, they are
considered to be of lesser quality than digital proofs. An example of this is as follows.
"For half of our customers, a dye-sublimation proof output
from our Rainbow devices is acceptable as the contract
proof,"
explains Jack Ryan, a Macintosh operator at Tri Tech,
Pennsauken, N.J., a 50-employee prep house owned by
commercial printer Triune Color Corp., which counts Sears and
Campbell Soup among its clients.io
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As stated half of the customers may accept a Rainbow, or dye-sublimation
proofs as contract proofs, while half of the customer base will not. This reflects
similar attitudes in our target publisher.
The lesser popularity of the Rainbow, and dye-sublimation proofs places these
types of proofs as a mid level proof in our study.
Laser Output/Color Copies:
Although desktop color laser printers have been on the market for several years,
their use by publication printers as contract proofs is limited. The Tektronix color
laser proof, "offers a second-generation monocomponent print engine (as opposed
to the first-generation dual-component print engines)"which produces a crisp
image.11 The Tektronic color laser has been used by our publication printer as a
contract proof on occasion for four color half or partial page ads. The publication
printer's concerns with color lasers are:
Infrequency of Submission of Color Lasers:
The cost of color laser system is approximately $5000.00. The cost per
page is thirty cents, as opposed to ten cents for an inkjet
proof.12 Therefore,
while color lasers may be faster in a production environment, these proofs
are generally not submitted as contract proofs.
Tendency to Smear
Unless the prepress house is using coated proofing stock color lasers tend to
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smear, particularly with extensive handling through the production process.
Poor Image Quality
The image produced by a color laser printer is poorer than dye-sublimation
image quality.
Variable Quality
The color laser printers'electro-photography is more vulnerable than dye-
sublimation to environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity.
This inconsistent variability makes the publication printers ability to prejudge
acceptable color variation nearly impossible.
Color lasers though increasing in quality, still require examination prior to
allowing their use as color target. For this reason laser proofs and color copies are
considered to be of lesser quality than dye-sublimation proofs, or inkjet proofs.
Production Workflow in Project Study Group:
The organization of a productive workflow while considering such factors as
volume of a specific type of proof as indicated previously, is also modified to allow
for contract obligations with the customer
base.14
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R.R. Donnelley in the Mendota Division uses Misomex platemaking
machines. The terminology
"Miso"
refers to work intended to be plated for
production within the Mendota Division.
The publication printer in our study group receives work in three basic
formats:15
Category One: PreliminaryWork
Materials received which will flow into conventional and electronic
prepress areas for processing. The customer is invoiced for all materials
and processes. Often an intermediary preliminary customer
representative is assigned to direct the flow of these materials. This
intermediary is responsible for examining submitted materials for
acceptability. With the advent of numerous proofing systems on
market the function of this intermediate customer service
representative requires retraining efforts in the publication printing
plant. Most proofs are generated by the publication printer.
Category Two: MisoreadyWork
Materials are received ready to be tacked to a miso carrier. The
customer pays for all materials to be checked for accuracy (within
reason). Film is given a cursory examination, as are proofs.
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Frequently proofs are produced at the publication printer for
approximately one third of the work received.
Category Three: MisotackWork
Materials are received already tacked onto Miso carriers. Customers pay
for a cursory clean and check. The clean and check process includes
cleaning of film, verifying film is tacked correctly and that the correct
number of pieces of film per page is received. This process does not
include the inspection of press proofs.
These three categories represent is a microcosm of film expediting within a
publication printer. Preliminary work from Category One is not applicable to this
study. Category Three, Misotack Work is the primary basis of this project. It is
important to note that due to delays by the customer or the customers' advertiser,
occasionally materials may be received that require alterations. Our study group may
on occasion provide materials as Category Two, Misoready work.
These categories identify agreed upon contract arrangements that may be
modified in specific situations.
Category Three, Misotack work is the most problematic category. Work
received in this format, due to limited inspection of materials, allows for the
acceptance of proofs that are not acceptable to the publication printer's specifications.
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When this occurs, while contractual obligations suggest the publication
printer was not at fault should a film problem exist, an investigation for the cause of
the defect is undertaken. This process of investigation, the quality complaint, will
allow the author to quantify the results of this study.
It is relevant to note, however, that the cause of the problem is of little impact
on the publisher. The customer in the publication printing industry demands fast,
accurate, inexpensive, and high quality work. In printing the cliche "perception is
reality" is of key significance.
Therefore, while it is not the publication printer's responsibility to inspect
film, to retain profitable business it is necessary for action to be taken that corrects
repetitive problems.
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Chapter 4
Hypothesis
Color proofs that do not accurately represent desired color are used as press color
target. The greater the variety of color proofs used, the more likely a quality color
complaint will be submitted. The use of such proofs results in an inferior or
unacceptable product being produced on press.
The concern for the quality of each individual proof is one for most
publication printers. The author hypothesizes that the submission of multiple
varieties of proofs in a single publication will also adversely affect the print quality.
The problem exists in the process of color proofing. A color proof simulates
the four basic process colors CMYK, with desktop color models in the form of RGB.1
Several factors affect the production of an acceptable proof, some of these factors are:
Resolution of Output Device
Toners/Dyes/Inks (Inkjet)
Paper Stock or Paper Stock Capabilities (caliper, size)
Continuous Tone versus Digital Dot versus Film dot
Color Model
Calibration of Output Device or Calibration Parameters
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Due to the inherent color variance in these processes, a certain degree of
color variability is accepted in the printing industry.
As an example a quality assurance technician may compare a press signature
to supplied Kodak Approval proofs for editorial four color images and expect a near-
perfect match. The same signature may contain full page or partial ads for which a
Rainbow proof was provided. The quality assurance technician may then conclude
that the signature, though accurately matching the Kodak Approvals for edit, is not
acceptable due to the unacceptable color match to the Rainbow proofs.
In such cases the publication printer must depend upon the accepted industry
motto: advertisements always take precedence over edit. This fact is often the basis
of conflict between the publication printer and the publisher. This conflict often
results in quality complaints that leave the publication printer in the precarious
position of defending quality decisions.
The author hypothesizes that while accepted variability in color target is
expected, this degree of variability must be established to be consistent throughout
the press signature, and preferably throughout the publication. The submission of a
variety of proofs for one publication results in the production of unacceptable print
product, quality complaints, and endangers the publisher/printer relationship.
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Chapter 5
Methodology
A publication printer that produces a range of publications exists as a microcosm of
the printing industry.
Three publications produced at a color publication printer will be evaluated as
to proofs submitted for issues produced for distribution in 1997. These publications
will be called publication A, publication B and publication C. All three publications
use supplied proofs received from film houses, advertisers, or are customer-
generated proofs. Proofs produced by the printer will not be considered.
Customer quality color complaints for these publications will be gathered to
establish the level of customer dissatisfaction that can be quantified. Customer
complaints exist in three formats:
Written complaints submitted by the publisher
Verbal complaints documented by the customer service representative
through quality complaint inquiries.
The submission of customer marked-up copies showing folio pages
considered "less than
acceptable"
quality.
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A research of the literature allowed the researcher to quantify quality levels
for proofs provided by the publisher. A chart that represents the quality levels that
will be used to evaluate our study group is as follows:
Table 1.0 Proofing Quality Levels andDesignated Codes
Black & White Proofs: Color Proofs:
Conventional Conventional
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
MatchPrint, Cromalin C-l
MatchPrint, Crom. PMS C-2
Tear Sheet C-5
Color Key C-4
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE- 1
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE- 6
Electronic
Kodak Approval
Iris
E-2
E-3
Dye Sublimation Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy of Matchprint E-6
A total of twenty-four samples will be examined for quality complaints. This
information will be graphically represented in charts that represent results for each
publication.
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The information from each chart will be interpolated to conclude a numerical
value of customer dissatisfaction per title. Additionally a pie chart will represent
proof breakdown per proofing type.
The charts, one per publication will then be compared for overall results. The
results will be compared to the projected goal of the project for validity of the
hypothesis that the variety of proofs used in a publication affects the number of
quality complaints received.
Equipment:
The study will use various sources for statistical information. An existing database
that documents complaints received by the publisher. This database contains both
customer complaint, subsequent investigation, and information regarding
resolution of the complaint.
Please note that information regarding credit issued is not considered in the
realm of this study. The issuing of a credit to the customer does not, as may be
conceivably argued, suggest either responsibility of the printer, or a greater level of
customer dissatisfaction.
Written logs of verbal complaints received from the publisher, and customer
submitted marked up office copies, were evaluated.
A total of twenty - four separate samples have been retained. This is
inclusive of:
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Publication A Jan. 1997 - Dec. 1997
Publication B Jan./Feb. 1997 - Nov./Dec. 1997
Publication C Jan. /Feb. 1997 - Nov. /Dec. 1997
Calculation of the Results:
The percentages were calculated from the compilation and comparison of the data
gathered in the study. The calculations of the results consists of the following:
Proof breakdown by type
Proof type calculation
Quality complaint breakdown
Quality complaint calculation
Customer satisfaction calculation
Proof Type Breakdown:
All job materials were gathered for samples included in the study. The researcher
then examined all proofing materials for proof type and logged this on a table
created for each sample. This data is included in the following Appendices:
Appendix C: Publication A Proof Types per Sample Publication Year 1997
(inclusive of tables 11.00 - 22.00, organized chronologically).
Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types per Sample Publication Year 1997
(inclusive of tables 23.00 - 28.00, organized chronologically).
Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types per Sample Publication Year 1997
(inclusive of tables 29.00 - 34.00, organized chronologically).
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Proof Type Calculation:
Each table was added by proof type to arrive at a total number for each proof by
sample publication.
This data is included in Appendix A: Proof Type per Sample Publication for
1997 Production Year, organized as follows:
Table 5.0: Publication A
Table 6.0: Publication B
Table 7.0: Publication C
Quality Complaint Breakdown:
Quality Complaints were logged and applied to specific issues, and folio pages. Each
page that received a complaint was logged on the applicable table. Folios that appear
in bold received a quality complaint. (Please refer to Appendix C, Appendix D, and
Appendix E).
Quality Complaint Calculation:
The total complaints per proof type were calculated from each publication and
represented on a table specific for that publication. This data is included in Appendix
B: Quality Complaints per Sample Publication 1997 Production Year, organized as
follows:
Table 8.0: Publication A
Table 9.0: Publication B
Table 10.0: Publication C
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Calculation of Customer Satisfaction Level:
To arrive at a customer satisfaction level per publication the number of quality
complaints was compared to the total number of proofs per publication. As an
example Publication A used a total of 1377 total folio pages (please refer to Appendix
A: Table 5.0).
A total of 58 quality complaints were received (please refer to Appendix B:
Table 8.0). 1377- 58 = 1319 total folio pages considered acceptable, or without quality
complaint.
By dividing the total acceptable pages (1319) by the total pages evaluated
(1377), we arrive at a customer satisfaction level of 95.78%. This procedure was
performed for each publication.
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Chapter 6
The Results
An Overview of the Data:
Results will be divided into three sections:
Customer satisfaction level
Breakdown of proof type per publication (displayed graphically)
Brief discussion of general trends indicated by a research of the data
The third section, general trends, will be broken into three subcategories:
Publication A
Publication B
Publication C
Customer Satisfaction Level:
An analysis of the data collection proves a quality satisfaction level in the following
order:
Publication B 96.54%
Publication A 95.79%
Publication C 89.58%
The proof mix per publication year is graphically represented as follows:
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Table 2.U Publication A: Pie Chart by Breakdown by Froot 1 ype
PUBLICATION A
BREAKDOWN BY PROOF TYPE
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Table 3.0 Publication B: Pie Chart by Breakdown by Proof Type
PUBLICATION B
BREAKDOWN BY PROOF TYPE
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Table 4.0 Publication C: Pie Chart byBreakdown by Proof Type
PUBLICATION C
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General Trends Indicated by the Data:
Due to the volume of the research undertaken, a brief analysis of the data and a
discussion of general trends is provided. This section will be divided according to
publication.
Publication A:
The data collected for publication A shows that the publication typically
produces using primarily Matchprints and Kodak Approval proofs. These proofing
types are considered high quality proofs. Very few color pages use lower quality
proofs.
An overall quality rating of 95.79% while not unacceptable suggests room for
improvement, and an indication of a problem in the process. The customer
expresses consistent concerns with color in edit pages (primarily the second third of
the book). Color concerns are generally due to ghosting, weak black coverage, and
inconsistent color crossovers. The hypothesis that color compromises are made due
to in-line compromises is supported by the data.
In analyzing the folio pages considered below customer expectation the pages
affected appear to evidence a consistent ink density concern throughout the run.
These concerns do not reflect color shift in general.
The data does however indicate that in comparing publication A and
publication B, that the level of satisfaction was actually higher with publication B,
which evidenced a greater variety of proofing types.
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The cause for this variance must be considered with the following factors:
The customer satisfaction level is calculated to be .75% higher between A and
B, which is minimal in comparison with a difference of 6.96% between B and
C, and a difference of 6.21% between A and C.
Publication A has a higher percentage of advertising that both publication B
andC.
Publication A has a higher level of quality expectation than either publication
BorC.
Publication A, which evidence ghosting problems, tended to have more folio
pages affected throughout the signature. Additionally, though the complaint
was registered, the ghosting due to design, was in part unavoidable.
Publication B:
Publication B is considered by the publisher to be a high quality publication,
however the publication is not as color critical as publication A. The data suggests
that the use of one type of proof results in the production of more consistently
acceptable press product.
The electronic proofs in publication B did not evidence the same complaints
of ghosting, and ink density issues as publication A. This fact leads the researcher to
surmise that the ghosting and ink density concerns in Publication A may be related
to the presspersons inability to
"hit"
a density that approximates all proofs.
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The cause for this may be related to the production of signatures being
produced by different press crews. The need to subjectively calculate the variance of
density between the Matchprints and the Kodak Approvals appears to be the issue.
Publication C:
Publication C is the publication that evidences the highest level of customer
dissatisfaction (89.58%). Quality complaints for this publication are more extensive
and broader in scope. Complaints received concern the following:
Poor crossover color
Light ink coverage
Hickeys
Gear streaks
Ghosting
Additional complaints that this researcher found relevant concern
complaints that originate as complaints seem to suggest a paper concern. These
complaints are:
Wrinkling of paper
"Transparent
paper"(poor opacity)
Consistent web breaks
Bad press fold
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While the above complaints seem outside the realm of the study, however it
is important to note that both publication A and publication C print on the same
substrate (45# Escanaba).
The paper for both publications is provided from the same mill, and
frequently paper from the same batch is used on both publications.
This information leads the researcher to conclude that the paper concerns are
likely related to press problems originating from press delay time or press
adjustments made to achieve a color compromise. This aspect of the study is
inconclusive, but warrants consideration in the study.
Publication C used more dye-sublimation proofs than the other two
publications. Publication C also uses the highest variety of proofs. Few Matchprints
or Kodaks are used for this publication. The data may leave room for debate about
whether the poor level of customer satisfaction is related to the use of lower quality
proofs.
The evaluation of publication A versus publication C seems to argue that the
electronic proofs do not cause problems with color on press, but rather the
combination of proofs in the same signature may be at fault.
In conclusion the study appears to successfully argue that publication B, the
publication produced almost entirely with one category of high end electronic proof
is considered of better quality than the other two publications that use a mix of
different proof types.
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Analysis of Breakdown by Proof Type:
The graphical representation seen in tables 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 provide a visual
comparison of the three publications proof types.
Table 2.0: Publication A shows the three greatest portions of proof types to be
C-l (56.4%), E-2 (34.5%) and BWC-1 (3.9%). This indicates that the publications'
greatest portion of proofs are considered to be high quality proofs (i.e., All three
categories have a quality level of 1). The greatest portion is C-l or Matchprints. The
table shows us that publication A had the least variety of proofs used.
Table 3.0: Publication B shows the three greatest portions of proof types to be
E-2 (56.7%), C-5 (20.0%) and BWC-1 (9.7%). This indicates that the publication
portion of proofs are considered to be mostly high quality proofs (i.e., Two categories
have a quality level of 1, one has a quality level of 5). The greatest portion is E-2 or
Kodak Approval proofs. The table shows us that publication B had a greater variety
of proofs than those used for publication A.
Table 4.0: Publication C shows the three greatest portions of proof types to be
C-5 (18.6%), BWC-1 (16.9%) and C-l (15.2%) which is tied with C-5 (15.2%). This
indicates that the publication portion of proofs are considered to be partly high
quality proofs. The information shows us that proof types are most varied with an
almost even segmentation of proof types. The table shows us that publication C had
the greatest variety of proof types than either publication A or B, and that this
variability is significantly higher than those publications.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Restatement of the Problem:
Customers'
complaints of poor or unacceptable color quality in publication color
printing are a serious concern. Factors such as output device resolution, toners,
paper stock, color gamut, and method of proofing are all factors that affect quality. It
is accepted that the use of an unacceptable quality proof will usually result in the
production of unacceptable press product. The study will evaluate if the use of
several varieties of proofs in one publication, due to inherent quality variability in
proofing systems, will result in the production of unacceptable press product.
Success of the Project
The researcher surmises that the project was a success in that the data proves that
publication C, which used the greater variety of proofs, was the publication with the
lowest satisfaction level.
The evaluation of the data collected draws a correlation between reduced
customer satisfaction and the use of several varieties of proofs on press. This
conclusion can be seen through analysis of the Tables 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 showing proof
breakdown per publication.
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Publication B had the least variance between proof type and this publication
received a customer satisfaction level of 96.54%. Publication A had the second
highest level of variance and this publication received a customer satisfaction level
of 95.79%. Publication C, which used the most variety of proofs received a customer
satisfaction level of 89.58%.
Conclusions:
The researcher considers the study to successfully argue that the use of several
varieties of proofs in one publication, due to inherent quality variability in proofing
systems, will result in the production of unacceptable press product.
An evaluation of the results shows that publication C had the greater variety
of proofs used for on press color okay. The pressperson was unable to "hit" color on
all pages in a signature. The data supports the hypothesis that the greater the variety
of proofs used, the more quality color complaints will be received.
The data also shows that there is a relationship between the type of proof used
(quality level rated 1-6) and the receipt of a complaint. As an example publication A
used primarily Matchprints and received an overall rating of 95.79%, while
publication B that used primarily electronic proofs received an overall rating of
96.54%. Both publications had similar percentage breakdowns. This correlates with a
similar overall rating. This leads the researcher to conclude that the variety of
proofs being used, is not as significant as the variability in proofs used.
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The .75% variance as discussed may have a basis in type of complaint,
however this argues that despite complaint, the customer is generally more satisfied
with a publication that prints using predominantly one type of proof.
This conclusion supports the reasoning that specific specifications need to be
implemented that limit the variety of proofs used for one publication. The
implementation of such specifications will result in the production of more
consistently acceptable press product.
Endnote Publication C:
The publisher used in this study was purchased by a private party, effective date
4/1/98. Publications A and B were purchased and will continue current distribution.
Publication C, whose distribution base reduced by 60% in 1997 ceased production
effective 3/1/98 (last production issue Jan./Feb. 1998). At the present time no buyer
for publication C has been identified.
Recommendations for Further Study:
Several aspects of the study may prove intriguing for future research. These areas
are:
In this study all complaints were assigned the same severity level. More
assumptions could be drawn if the complaints were subjectively rated from 1-
6 and comparatively weighted.
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Paper complaints in publication printing and the correlation to issues with
ink viscosity as was suggested by consistent paper complaints for publication
C. (i.e., the perception by the customer of inferior paper stock opacity versus
inconsistent ink density)
The incidence of press related quality complaints related to improperly
separated film. Publication B received several complaints regarding the ink
density of black in the samples examined. These complaints also indicate to
the researcher that repeated ghosting problems with a publication may be
related to the use of film that does not consistently build black in the same
manner.
The comparison of "built blacks" and the lack of standardization in film
separation processes. Film received from one film source also showed blacks
being built in a variety of manners.
Cross-over color between two signatures binding into a spread, and the
instance of the use of proofs output at different times resulting in the
production of inferior press product. Publication B received complaints
regarding cross over color. Examination of the proofs indicated a spread ad
supplied with single page Miso film which was output at two different times.
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Appendix A: Proof Type Per Sample Publication Production Year 1997
Table 5.0 Publication A
IAN FEB MAR.
BWC-1 7 4 3 1 1 1
C-l 94 76 60 64 78 58
BWE-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-2 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-2 28 28 41 48 22 35
E-3 0 2 2 15 0 18
C-4 0 1 1 1 0 0
E-4 1 1 0 0 0 0
BWC-5 1 3 0 0 0 0
C-5 0 2 0 2 1 0
E-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWE-6 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-6 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL: 131 117 107 131 102 112
JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
BWC-1 10 12 7 1 3 6
C-l 64 56 67 52 54 52
BWE-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-2 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-2 41 39 38 61 51 42
E-3 0 0 4 1 8 4
C-4 0 0 0 0 0 1
E-4 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWC-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-5 0 2 0 1 0 0
E-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWE-6 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-6 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL : 115 109 116 116 116 105
TOTAL FOLIO PAGES INCLUDED IN STUDY= 1377
"PERCENT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION = 95.79%
*** 23 PUBLICATION PRINTER PRODUCED, PROOFS WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE STUDY.
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Table 6.0 Publication B
IZE M/A Mil I/A s/o N/D
BWC-1 13 4 8 8 7 8
C-l 2 5 3 10 15 8
BWE-1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C-2 0 0 0 1 0 0
E-2 82 45 51 40 31 31
E-3 15 26 3 19 15 21
C-4 0 1 1 0 0 0
E-4 1 0 3 0 0 0
BWC-5 2 0 0 0 0 0
C-5 1 2 7 0 2 0
E-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWE-6 0 0 1 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL: 116 83 76 79 70 68
TOTAL FOLIO PAGES INCLUDED IN STUDY FOR PUBLICATION B = 492 10 COMPLAINTS
"PERCENT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION = 97.96%
*** 8 PUBLICATION PRINTER PRODUCED, PROOFS WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE STUDY, THE
GREATER PORTION (22) IN JULY/AUGUST DUE TO FILM HOUSE PROBLEMS.
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Table 7.0 Publication C
IZE M/A M/l I/A s/o N/D
BWC-1 10 13 11 8 12 17
C-l 13 5 13 16 13 4
BWE-1 3 4 1 5 2 2
C-2 0 1 0 0 0 0
E-2 6 8 4 4 1 9
E-3 6 7 14 1 6 0
CA 3 5 3 5 4 6
E-4 9 19 5 0 9 22
BWC-5 4 5 4 0 6 2
C-5 13 12 13 16 15 9
E-5 2 2 0 0 3 1
BWE-6 1 1 3 1 2 1
M 2 0 0 0 1 0
TOTAL: 72 82 75 56*** 74 73
TOTAL FOLIO PAGES INCLUDED IN STUDY FOR PUBLICATION C = 432 45 COMPLAINTS
"PERCENT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION = 89.58%
*** 41 PUBLICATION PRINTER PRODUCED PROOFS WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE STUDY, THE
GREATER PORTION (22) IN JULY/AUGUST DUE TO FILM HOUSE PROBLEMS.
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Appendix B: Quality Complaints Per Sample Publication /Production Year 1997
Table 8.0 Publication A
JAN.
BWC-1 0
C-l 2
BWE-1 0
C-2 0
E-2 3
E-3 0
C-4 0
E-4 0
BWC-5 0
C-5 0
E-5 0
BWE-6 0
E-6 0
TOTAL: 5
jul:
BWC-1 0
C-l 4
BWE-1 0
C-2 0
E-2 2
E-3 0
C-4 0
E-4 0
BWC-5 0
C-5 0
E-5 0
BWE-6 0
E-6 0
TOTAL : 7
FEB.
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
5
AUG
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
8
MAR.
0
3
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
SEPT
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
APR.
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
o_cjr
l
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
MAY
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
NOV
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
JUNE
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
DEC
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
TOTAL QUALITY COMPLAINTS INCLUDED IN STUDY FOR PUBLICATION A
= 58
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Table 9.0 Publication B
I/F M/A Mil I/A s/o N/D
BWC-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-l 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWE-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-2 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-2 2 2 3 2 2 1
E-3 0 1 1 2 1 0
C-4 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-4 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWC-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWE-6 0 0 0 0 0 0
M. 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL: 2 3 4 4 3 1
TOTAL FOLIO PAGES INCLUDED IN STUDY F 96.54%
*** 8 PUBLICATION PRINTER PRODUCED PROOFS WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE STUDY, THE
GREATER PORTION (22) IN JULY/AUGUST DUE TO FILM HOUSE PROBLEMS.
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Table 10.0 Publication C
I/E M/A Mil I/A s/o N/D
BWC-1 1 2 1 1 1 1
C-l 4 0 3 4 1 0
BWE-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-2 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-2 0 0 2 0 0 1
E-3 1 0 2 0 0 0
C-4 1 1 0 0 0 0
E-4 1 7 2 0 1 4
BWC-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
C-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-5 0 0 0 0 0 0
BWE-6 1 0 1 0 0 0
E 1 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL: 10 9 11 5 3 6
TOTAL QUALITY COMPLAINTS INCLUDED IN STUDY FOR PUBLICATION C = 45
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163,174,176 ,149,150,183,184
185
Appendix C: Publication A Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 11.0 January 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l FC,IFC,IG,OG,BC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,17,18,19
20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,35,44,45,46,47,113,114,
115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,
127,128,129,130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,
139,140,141,142,143,144,145,146,147,148,161,162,
163,164,165,166,167,168,169,170,171,172,173,175,
177,182
Crom.
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 IBC,12,13,14,15,16,20,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,37,38,
39,40,41,42,43,48,187,188,189,190,191,192
NONE
186
NONE
NONE
' Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
Appendix C: Publication A Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 12.0 February 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 163,174,176 ,149
Photostat BWC-5 169,170,171
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l FQIFQBC, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,17,18,19 20,21
22,23,24,25,26,27,35,44,45,46,47,113,114,115,116
117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,128
129,130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140
141,142,143,144,145,146,147,148,161,162,163,164
166,167,168,172,173,175,
Crom.
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 165
Tear Sheet C-5 177,182
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE--1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 rBC,12,13,14,15,16,20,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,37,38,
39,40,41,42,43,48,187,188,189,190,191,192
Iris E-3 150,183
Dye Sub. Proof E^ 184
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
Please note: folio pages3 which iappear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 13.0March 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 110,111,112
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,4,5,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26
27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43
44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,70,71,72,73,74,75,76
77,78,79,80,81,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93
94,95,97,98,99,100
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 35
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 3,5,6,8/3,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,53,54,55,56
57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,82,101,102
103,104,105,106,107,108,109
7,96
NONE
NONE
NONE
*P ease note: folio pages which appear in bold received
a customer quality color complaint
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Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
Appendix C: Publication A Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 14.0 April 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 100
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,31,32
33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48
82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97
98,99,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110
111,112
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 49
Tear Sheet C-5 13,30
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,50
51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67
68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81
Iris E-3 NONE
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 NONE
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
*Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 15.0May 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 94
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
Crom. 15,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43
44,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,81,82
83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,96,97,98,99,100
101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 95
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 16,17,18,19,20,45,46,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75
76,77,78,79,80
Iris E-3 21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,46,47,48,49,50,51,52
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 NONE
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
*Ple ise note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 16.0 June 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 45
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
IFC,IBC,BC,3,4,10,14,21,22,23,24,25,26,28,30,31,
32,33,34,35,36,37,38,40,47,48,50,51,52,53,54,
55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,
71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80
Crom.
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 46
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
*Please note: folio pages which appear
16,42,43,44,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93
94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106
107,108,109,110,112
18
NONE
NONE
NONE
in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 17.0 July 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 91,92,93,94,95,96,102,109,110,112
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
15,16,17,18,19,20,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51
52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,81,82,83,84,85
86,87,88,89,90,97,100,101,103,104,105,106
107,108
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37
38,39,40,41,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75
76,77,78,79,80,98,99
Iris E-3 NONE
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 NONE
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
Tlease note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 18.0 August 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
2,22,80,84,85,86,88,92,96,97,98,99
NONE
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l
Crom.
FC,IFC,IBC,BC,10,12,13,14,16,18,19,20,21,23,24,
26,27,28,30,32,33,34,35,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,72,
73,74,75,76,77,78,79,81,82,83,87,88,89,90,91,
93,94,100,101,102,103,104,71,72,73,
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 4,5
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
1,3,6,7,8,9,11,15,17,25,29,31,37,38,39,40,41,42
43,44,45,46,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,
60,61,62,63,64
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
Tlease note: folio pages which appear in bold
received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 19.0 September 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 97,98,99,100,101,102,103
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
15,16,17,18,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57
58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88
89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,104,105,106,107,108,109
110,111,112
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,33,34,35,36,37,38
39,40,41,42,43,44,45,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75
76,77,78,79,80
Iris E-3 29,30,31,32
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 NONE
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
*Pleaje note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Table 20.0 October 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 81
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l
Iris
Dye Sub. Proof
Color Laser
Color Copy
of Matchprint
*Please note: folio pages which
E-3
E-4
E-5
FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,3,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29
30,13,32,33,34,35,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72
73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89
90,91,92,93
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 4
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 5,6,7,8,S, , ,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,36,37
38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,47,48,49,80,51,52,53,54,55
56,57,58,59,60,1,62,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102
103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112
46
NONE
NONE
E-6 NONE
appear in bold received a customer quality color
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Table 21.0 November 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 70,71,72
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,22,23,24,25,26,27,28
29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,53,54,55,56,
57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,73,74,75,76,77,78,79
80,106,107,108
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS
Color Key
Tear Sheet
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi)
Laser (<300-dpi)
C-2
C-4
C-5
BWE-1
BWE-6
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
8,9,10,11,12,13,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51
52,66,67,68,69,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91
92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105
109,110,111,112
14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21
NONE
NONE
NONE
*P ease note: folio pages which appear in bold received a
customer quality color complaint
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Table 22.0 December 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 51,94,95,96,97,112
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint,
Crom.
C-l FC,IFC,IBC,BC,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,28
29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,
45,46,47,48,49,50,52,54,55,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,
64,65,66,84,85,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,
107
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 53
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,67,68,69,70
71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,89,90,91,92
93,108,109,110,111
Iris E-3 8,86,87,88
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 NONE
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
*Please note: folio pages which
appea- in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 23.0 January/February 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 62,63,65,66,67,68,91,92,93,94,95,96,111
Photostat BWC-5 64,97
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l BC,98
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 61
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
FC,IFC,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17
18,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,31,32,33,34,35,36
37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,47,48,49,50,51,52,53
54,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78
79,80,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109
110
IBC,19,29,30,69,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90
46
NONE
NONE
'Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 24.0 March/April 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 71,72,73,74,75
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l 49,50,5
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 46
Tear Sheet C-5 47,48
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2 FC,IFC,rBC,BC,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,ll,12,13,14,15
16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,27,29,30,31,32,33,34
35,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60
Iris E-3 26,27,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,61,62,63,64,65
66,67,68,69,70,77,78,79,80
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 NONE
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
*Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 25.0 May/June 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 16,24,28,29,34,88,90,91
Photostat BWC-5 NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l FQIFQIBC
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C^ 81
Tear Sheet C-5 74,75,76,77,78,79,80
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 7
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-6 8
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
4,15,17,18,19,21,22,23,26,27,30,31,32,33,41,42,43
44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60
61,62,63,64,65,66,68,69,70,71,72,73,82,83,84,85,86
1,2,3,5,6,7,35,36,37,38,39,40,89
5,67,87
NONE
NONE
*Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types Per Sample /ProductionYear 1997
Table 26.0 July/August 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
22,54,55,56,58,59,61,62,
NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2
Color Key C-4
Tear Sheet C-5
IFC,IBC,BC,2,9,12,13,14,15,16,
NONE
NONE
NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE- 1
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE- 6
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
NONE
NONE
5,6,8,11,17,18,50,51,52,53,60,3,4,40,41,42,43,44,
45,46,47,48,49,63,64,65,66,67,68,70,71,72
19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,
37,38,39
NONE
NONE
NONE
'Please note: folio pages which appear in bold
received a customer quality color complaint
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
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Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 27.0 September/October 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
54,55,56,58,59,61,62
NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2
Color Key C-4
Tear Sheet C-5
FC,IFC,IBC,BC,2,9,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,71,72
NONE
NONE
8,22
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
NONE
NONE
3,4,5,6,11,33,34,40,41,42,43,44,38,39,45,46
47,48,49,50,51,52,53,60,63,64,65,66,67,68,70
19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,30,31,32,35,36,37
NONE
NONE
NONE
'Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix D: Publication B Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 28.0 November/December 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
22,54,55,56,58,59,61,62
NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l IFQIBC
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 NONE
Tear Sheet C-5 NONE
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 NONE
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 NONE
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
FC,5,6,25,26,27,28,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39
45,46,47,48,49,63,64,65,66,67,68,70,71,72
2,3,4 8,9,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,50,51,52,53,60
40,41,42,43,44
NONE
NONE
NONE
'Please note: folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix F:
Publication C: Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year
1997
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Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 29.0 January/February 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
22,27,28,54,55,56,58,59,61,62
64,65,32,74
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l IFC,19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,35,36,37,49
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 30,66,73
Tear Sheet C-5 3,4,11,40,41,42,43,44,50,51,52,53,60,
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE- 1
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE- 6
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
70,71,72
63
FC,45,46,47,49,78
IBC,2,9,75,76,77
12,13,14,15,16,38,39,79,80
33,34
67,68
'Please note: Folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 30.0 March/April 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l
10,11,37,48,49,50,65,66,68,70,71,79,80
12,38,58,67,69
9,13,14,39,47
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 61
Color Key C-4 7,8,41,46,52
Tear Sheet C-5 6,15,16,17,40,42,43,51,59,60,62,72
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 19,20,45,78
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 18
Kodak Approval E-2 BC,5,24,25,55,63,64,76
Iris E-3 FC,1,4,23,26,56,77
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 IFC,IBC,2,3,22,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,54
73,74,75
Color Laser E-5 21,44
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
'Please note: Folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types Per Sample /ProductionYear 1997
Table 31.0 May/June 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1 16,24,28,29,34,60,61,62,88,90,9
Photostat BWC-5 66,68,69,70
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, C-l 15,18,19,30,31,44,45,53,54,55,57,64,65
Crom.
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 4,17,21
Tear Sheet C-5 1,2,3,5,35,36,37,38,39,40,63,74,76
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 7
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 8,22,52
Kodak Approval E-2 IBC,5,6,67
Iris E-3 FC,IFC,BC,23,26,27,32,33,41,46,47,48,49,50
Dye Sub. Proof E-4 42,43,56,58,59
Color Laser E-5 NONE
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 NONE
'Please note: Folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality
color complaint
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Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 32.0 July/August 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
22,54,55,56,58,59,61,62
NONE
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l IFC,IBC,BC,16,17,18,19,20,21,25,36,37,38,39,48
49
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 2,9,12,15,36
Tear Sheet C-5 11,13,50,51,52,53,60,3,4,40,41,42,43,44,74,75
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE- 1
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE- 6
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser E-5
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6
76,77,78,79,80
8
5,6,64,65
FC,23,24,26,27,28,66
30,31,32,33,34,63,67,68
35
NONE
'Please note: Folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 33.0 September/October 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
15,16,22,54,55,56,58,59,61,62,76,80
63,64,68,71,75,79
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l BC,9,12,17,27,28,31,32,36,65,67,70,72
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 33,34,26,78
Tear Sheet C-5 11,25,50,51,52,53,60,3,4,40,41,42,43,44,77
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE-1 8,24
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE-6 30,37
Kodak Approval E-2 IBC
Iris E-3 2,13,14,18,73,74
Dye Sub. Proof E^ FC,35,38,39/45,46,47,48/49
Color Laser E-5 21,22,23
Color Copy
of Matchprint E-6 66
'Please note: Folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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Appendix E: Publication C Proof Types Per Sample /Production Year 1997
Table 34.0 November/December 1997
Black & White:
Conventional Proofs
Dylux, Velox BWC-1
Photostat BWC-5
14,15,16,17,23,33,53,54,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80
18,34
Color Proofs:
Conventional
MatchPrint, Crom. C-l 21,22,32,44
MatchPrint,
Crom. PMS C-2 NONE
Color Key C-4 61,62,63,68,69,70
Tear Sheet C-5 19,20,31,41,42,43,52,60,71
Electronic
Laser (>300-dpi) BWE- 1
Laser (<300-dpi) BWE- 6
Kodak Approval E-2
Iris E-3
Dye Sub. Proof E-4
Color Laser
Color Copy
of Matchprint
E-5
E-6
58,59
51
1,2,36,37,38,39,40,50,67
IFC,BC,9,10,11,12,13,27,55,56,57
FC,IBC,3,4,5,6,7,8,24,25,26,28,29,30,45,46,47,48
49,64,65,66
35
NONE
'Please note: Folio pages which appear in bold received a customer quality color complaint
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